Task Group on Developing a PCC Entities Vocabulary

Background

As an outcome of the Final Report of the PCC Task Group on Coding for Non-RDA Entities in NARs, the PCC Policy Committee decided to charge a new task group to carry out the five recommendations made in that report.

Charge:

The Task Group on Developing a PCC Entities Vocabulary is charged with the following:

- Identify and secure a platform to host the vocabulary as Linked Data
- Develop an outline of an initial vocabulary
  - Include the 9 entities identified in the Final Report of the PCC Task Group on Coding for Non-RDA Entities in NARs
  - Consider including Event and Jurisdiction as additional entities
  - Provide a scope for each entity
- Contact the Deutsche Nationalbibliothek to determine interest in jointly developing an entity vocabulary for use with RDA (based on outline of initial vocabulary)

Time Frame:

Date charged: 1 July 2021
Date first progress report due: 1 August 2021
Date second progress report due: 1 September 2021
Date final report due: 1 October 2021

Reports to:

PCC Standing Committee on Standards

Roster:

Elizabeth Miraglia (UC San Diego), chair
Ed Jones (National University)
Everett Allgood (NYU)
Leigh Billings (University of Michigan)
Steven Michael Folsom (Cornell)
Anna Slawek (University of Toronto)
Reinhold Heuvelmann (DNB)